Undercarpet Surface Wall Mounting Box and Cover, 123 mm high, gray

- Holds transition block used to transition from round cable to undercarpet power cable
- Power transition block must be ordered separately
- Transition boxes and covers can be ordered separately or as a kit
- Transition boxes may be used with communications transition blocks

Product Classification

Regional Availability: North America
Product Type: Surface mount box
Product Series: Undercarpet

General Specifications

Color: Gray
Mounting: Surface mount | Wall mount

Dimensions

Height: 123.19 mm | 4.85 in
Width: 187.96 mm | 7.4 in

Electrical Specifications

Signal Configuration: Data | Power

Environmental Specifications

Safety Standard: UL 541A

Packaging and Weights

Packaging quantity: 1

Regulatory Compliance/Certifications

Agency: CHINA-ROHS
Classification: Below maximum concentration value

Agency: REACH-SVHC
Classification: Compliant as per SVHC revision on www.commscope.com/ProductCompliance
ROHS Compliant